Logical Scientific Evidence
that the Bible is the Word of God.
Proved by Mathematics
the only Rigorous Science
where the
Answer is Set in Stone.
This Evidence cannot be
over-thrown but stands as a
Testimony for a Hedonistic,
Materialistic, Unspiritual
and Atheistic Age.
This Proof you will see
is Unknown by
virtually Everyone
including Christians.
Please do not be Put Off
Reading this Booklet because of
the ‘Arithmetic’ [mathematics].
By Peter Bluer
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Before your begin to read this paper I will make just a few comments and
show some basic Arithmetic.
Are you a person that if a Christian speaks to you about belief in God do
you want to dismiss the conversation ?
“Do you say, I can only believe what I see and anyway there is No Proof.
The Bible is folklore and Evolution has now been proved (?) to be the
answer for our existence on Earth. They have proved (?) it with the fossils
and we know (?) the Universe is millions and millions of years old.”
It seems everyone has accepted this Theory (which it is) as a proven fact.
This Paper is written to help to reverse that view.
I will not be dealing with the theory of Darwinism—Evolution in this paper,
particularly as there is an abundance of Scientific facts that refutes these
claims of Atheistic Evolutionists.
Web sites to look at for further information are

Answers in Genesis - Creation, Evolution, Christian Apologetics.
www.answersingenesis.org
Creation Science Movement - Creationism and Evolution.
www.csm.org.uk

Arithmetic.

Composite Numbers ( Numbers that can be divided )

Factors

6 has 2 factors 2, 3
12 has 2 factors
2, 3
30 has 3 factors 2, 3, 5

6 = 2x3
12 = 2 x 2 x 3
30 = 2 x 3 x 5

Prime Numbers. ( Numbers that have no factors, cannot be divided )
Primes

2 3 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 29 31 37 41 43 47 53 59 61 67 71 73 … 373

Order No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 … 74

Important Information.
2
3
37
73
373

37, 73, 373 are very Special Numbers.
is the 1st
is the 2nd
is the 12th
is the 21st
is the 74th

©

Prime Number
Prime Number
Prime Number
Prime Number
Prime Number
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‘In the beginning God created the Heaven and the Earth’
As a Christian I say that this statement contains the truth of our origins but
others will say the Scripture is a myth because we all know that Science via
‘Evolution’ has explained our beginnings. They insist that the Bible is based
on a fables because the Bible has been handed down by word of mouth
and anyway it is just men’s opinions from an age of Ignorance.
These assertions by Atheists and Agnostics are due to their ignorance and
is demonstrably untrue. I will prove by Arithmetic that the above statement
from Gen 1.1 is constructed by Mathematics and Numerical Geometry.
I will show that it could NOT have originated by man efforts.
You ask how is it possible that Mathematics is involved in the Bible ?
It will be my pleasure to show you. The Bible is written in the Hebrew
language [Old Testament ] and in the Greek language [ New Testament ].
Here is the Hebrew of Gen 1.1 [ Hebrew is written from right to left ].

Xrah

tav

Earth the — and

MymDh ta Myhla arb tyDarb
Heavens the —

God

created beginning In

To convert this sentence into Numbers, use the table below which has the
numerical value of each Hebrew letter. The replacing of letters by
numbers in the Hebrew Alphabet was formulated 200 years before Christ.
The letter when written at
the end of a word_Blue

Numeric Value
Take a
moment to
Inspect the
Table

a bg dh v z c e y kK
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10

20

l mM nN s i pP xX q r w t
30

40

50

60 70

80

90

100 200 300 400

Gen 1.1 was written by Moses (1500 BC) from previous documents from
very Ancient times (4000 BC).
The Foundation why these Words were of Divine origin is,
(1) when these words of Moses were written,
i.e. Written 4000 years before the Numeration of the Hebrew letters,
(2) The incredible Symmetry and Special Numerical Properties of the
particular values chosen, namely 37 & 73 which are based on the decimal
system and the single digit values of 3 and 7.
Let us transform the Hebrew for ‘the Earth’ into its numeric value of 296

Xrah Ha_arets

X909 r200 a1 h5

90 + 200 + 1 + 5 = 296

and The Hebrew for ‘God’ into a numeric value of 86

Myhla Elohim M40 y10 h5 l30 a1
3

40 + 10 + 5 + 30 + 1 = 86

Greek Table for the New Testament. Very Similar to the Hebrew Table.
Letter at end of a word_Blue
Obsolete letters_Green
Numeric Value

αβ γ δ εζηθ ι κ
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20

λ µ ν ξ ο π ̧ ρ σς τ υ φ χ ψ ω 
30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
Now transform the Greek for ‘Word’ into a numeric value of 373

λογος Logos λ30 ο70 γ3 ο70 ς200

30 + 70 + 3 + 70 + 200 = 373

and The Greek for ‘God’ into a numeric value of 284

θ∈ος

θ9 ∈5 ο70 ς200

God

9 + 5 + 70 + 200

= 284

First we shall begin with the value 373 a unique Prime Number. Why ?
373 is a Prime Palindrome that reads the same forwards and backwards.
th

Surprisingly 373 is the 74

Prime with 74 = 2 x 37 and the neighbour of 73.

Also 37 & 73 are Prime numbers with Reflective digits.
th

37 is the 12

st

Prime Number, 73 is the 21 Prime Number

and 12, 21 are moreover Decimal Reflections of each other !
This unusual Prime 373 can be partitioned in two ways as (37)3 and 3(73).
Now the Greek word ‘Logos’ (373) is the Title name of Jesus Christ
in the New Testament where He is call the ‘WORD (373)’ of God.
Gen 1.1 says ‘In the beginning God created the Heaven and the Earth’

Xrah77 tav6 MymDh5 ta4 Myhla3 arb2 tyDarb1

and the value of this sentence in Hebrew is 2701 with factors 37 x 73.
296 + 407 + 395 + 401 + 86 + 203 + 913 = 2701

Earth the — and

Heavens the —

God

created beginning In

This value 2701 = 37 x 73 and these are the same factors embedded in 373.
Take the Sum of 2701 + 1072 (its reflection) NOTE ! It is 3773 = 11 x 343.
Jesus Christ is the ‘WORD’ (373) who in the beginning Created
the Universe because in Gen 1.6 the phrase which occurs 6 times
‘And God said’ (343) is the ‘WORD’ (373) of God speaking (God said)
3

Myhla rmayv
86
God

+

257 = 343

This value 343 is 7 = 7 x 7 x 7 ( 7: 3 times ).
37 & 73 are encoded in 343 by partitioning.
How ? 3(4+3) = 37 or (3+4)3 = 73

said and
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Xrah7 tav6
296 + 407 = 703
Earth the — and

The words 6,7 ‘and the Earth’ are 407 + 296 = 703
703 (19 x 37) and uses digits 3 and 7
Also we have 111 + 373 + 219 = 703
gives the Pattern 37 x 3 + 373 + 3 x 73 = 703

The value 37 appears in the name of ‘Jesus’ (Ιησους)
Ιησους = 888 = 24 x 37
and is also in the value of the Title - ‘Christ’ (Χριστος
Χριστος)
ιστος = 1480 = 40 x 37.
The sum of the digits of Jesus Christ gives 8 + 8 + 8 + 1 + 4 + 8 + 0 = 37
In 700 BC the Prophet Isaiah was given a Prophecy which gives four other
Names of the Messiah. This is in the Old Testament book of Isaiah 9.6,7

“For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given; and the government
shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. Of the increase
of his government and of peace there shall be no end, upon the throne of
David, and upon his kingdom, to establish it, and to uphold it with justice and
with righteousness from henceforth even for ever.” The four names are,

‘Wonderful Counselor_Mighty God_Everlasting Father_Prince of Peace’
The Sum of the 4 values of these Hebrew names is 1492 = 4 x 373 (Word).
Another Prophecy, Isaiah 52.13-53.12 foretells of the Messiah’s death and
atonement for our Sins. The Central theme of the Prophecy (53.5) says,

‘He was pierced for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities’
The value of this Hebrew phrase is astonishingly 1369 with factors 37 x 37.
This is the same value (1369) of the phrase at the beginning of the Creation
in Gen 1.2, ‘and the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters’
I asserted at the start of this paper that the Bible has Mathematical design
and Symmetry which you have seen yourself and is based on the value 37.
The evidence cannot be falsified as you are unable alter the Biblical text
or change the numeric values, both were Set in Stone thousands of years
ago. The Symmetry is there for everyone to see and test for oneself.
Gen 1.1 has 7 words and 28 letters with the very special value of 2701
( no other value can be used as proved by Algebra ). Now, suppose I were to
ask you to construct and design Mathematically a sentence in English
about Creation using 7 words and 28 Letters with this unique value 2701.
Straight away you will encounter an insuperable problem. What is it ?
It is the rigid fact that you are NOT ALLOWED to know the numeric values
of the letters of the Alphabet which you will need. Why ?
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Because is exactly the same restriction as the words in Genesis, for when,
the words were first written by Moses, he had absolutely no knowledge of
what the values the Hebrew letters were !
You will say this task is IMPOSSIBLE. You cannot construct this sentence
NOT knowing the Letter values ! That is precisely the point, IMPOSSIBLE !
Yet this Mathematical Phenomena was accomplished by Moses in Gen 1.1

Numerical Geometry ( do not be concerned by this term )
It is just a way to represent numbers as Geometric shapes, such as the
Hexagram, Hexagon, Trapezium and an Equilateral Triangle etc.
This display of Mathematical Structures in the Scriptures is only
a small part of hundreds of discovered Symmetrical Properties.
Gen 1.1 = 2701 which is 37 x 73 and remarkably this number also
rd

produces the 73

Triangular shape (number) displayed opposite.
rd

th

At the centre of this 73 Purple Triangle is the 37 Blue Triangle
with a value of 703 which is 19 x 37. 703 37 & 73 again !
These (3) Purple Triangles and (1) Blue Triangle combined have
a side length of 73 with a total of 2701 elements. ( the small circles )
The centre Blue Triangle has side length 37 with 703 elements.
‘In the beginning God created the Heaven and the Earth’ = 2701
‘In the beginning God created the Heaven’ = 1998, ‘and the Earth’ = 703
3

The Partitions are 1998 ( 2 x 3 x 37 ) + 703 ( 19 x 37 ) = 2701 ( 37 x 73 ).
The sum of the digits 1998 & 703 gives 1 + 9 + 9 + 8 + 7 + 0 + 3 = 37
Algebra proves that only 37 & 73 can form this Special Triangle
and 37 & 73 are simultaneously Digital Reflections of each other.
The value 2701 partitioned as 27 + 01 =28, with 28 as the number of letters
th
of the 7 words and 28 is the 7 triangular number.
The values of 7 13 19 37 73 & 2701 are all Hexagon & Hexagram numbers.
Hexagon
(19)

The New Testament.
The Gospel of John begins in verse 1

Hexagram
(37)

'
''
'''''''
''''''
'''''
''''''
'''''''
''
'

‘In the beginning was the Word ( 373 )
and the Word ( 373 ) was with God
and the Word ( 373 ) was God’
The numeric value of this sentence is 3627 = 39 x 93 = 3 x 13 x 31 x 3
The values 39, 93, 13, 31 are Reflective factors, matching Gen 1.1 and
yet again it can be shown by Algebra, that the values can only be 39, 93 to
form this unique Green Trapezium which fits as a perfect plinth to Gen 1.1.
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1998 (666 + 666 + 666) + 703 = 2701
John 1.1
fits as a
Perfect plinth
to support
Gen 1.1

The sum of the 3 Purple Equilateral
Triangles is 1998 (54 x 37) the phrase:


















































































































In the beginning God (999 = 33 x 37)
created the Heavens’ (999 = 33 x 37)
999 (words 1,2,3) + 999 (4,5) = 1998
The Blue Small Triangle
is 703 the phrase: ( words 6,7)
‘and the Earth’ 703 (19 x 37)

666

73

37

703

666

The Factor 37 appears repeatedly

666

Gen 1.1 2701 = 37 x 73

39

John 1.1 3627 = 39 x 93
3627 = 3 x 13 x 31 x 3
112

The
Sum of
the 3 Words
‘And 31
God 284
was 58 +
373
This is the
same value as
‘Word’ = 373
Word = God
The Numbers
say the same
as the Words!
The Star
of David
is a
Hexagram
Earliest
Origin
700 BC
Hexag ram
(19)

Åí

çí ï ëïãïò êáé

ï ëïãïò çí ðñïò ôïí èåïí

the Word was with the God
70 + 373 + 58 + 450 + 420 + 134
êáé èåïò çí ï ëïãïò John
1.1
and God was the Word
(31 + 284 + 58) + 70 + 373 = 3627
The Star of David

Hexag on

(37)
'
' '
' ''' '''
' ''' ''
' ''' '
' ''' ''
' ''' '''
' ' Hexag ram
An d th e
'
E arth

áñ÷
áñ÷

In the beginning was the Word and
55 + 719 + 58 + 70 + 373 + 31

703=19x37

He xag ra m
(37 )

He xag on

Beginn in g..

= 3 7x7 3

'
(73)
' '
' ''
' ''' ''' '''
' ''' ''' ''
' ''' ''' '
' ''' '''
' ''' ''' '
' ''' ''' ''
' ''' ''' '''
' ''
' ' Hexagram
2701
In th e
'

Hexagram
( 73 Elements )
Hexagram (37 Elements )
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The full Triangular
Structure forms the
th
112 triangular
number = 6328.
26 =
LORD

äåäé
86 = íéäìà GOD
LORD GOD
26 + 86 = 112
6328 is Anagram
of the name
Jesus Christ
3
( 2368 = 4 x 37 )

It is NOT an accident
that both Gen 1.1 &
John 1.1 are about
the Creation of the
Universe & Our Earth
'
''
'''''''
''''''
'''''
'
''''''
'
''
'''''''
''
' '' '' '' ' ''' ' ' '' ' '' '' ''
''''''''''' ''''''''''
'''''''''''''''''' ''
'''''''''' '''''''''''
' '' '' '' ' '' ' '' '' ' '' '' ''
' '' '' ' '' '' ''' '' ' '
'' '' ' ' '' '' '' '' ''
''''' ''''''''''
'' '' ' ' '' '' '' '' ''
' '' '' ' '' '' ''' '' ' '
' '' '' ''' '' ' '' '' ' '' '' ''
' '' '' '' '' ' '' '' '' '' '' '
'''''''''' '''''''' ''
' '' '' '' '' '' ' '' '' '' '' '
''''''''''''' '''''''''
'''''''
''
''
''''''
'
'
'''''
''''''
'''''''
''
'

373 as a Hexagram
Using 7 Hexagrams (37)
And 6 Hexagons (19)
( 373 Elements )

The Biological World

(37 Gen 1.1 is everywhere and 31 John 1.1)

The Creation of all life on the planet, as Genesis says ‘and God said’ (343)
was created by God_His Word (373). Amazingly the total Integer Molecular
1
mass of the 20 amino acids which create the DNA Molecule of all Life, is
2738 = 2 x 1369 ( Gen 1.2 see page 5 ) = 2 x 37 x 37 = 37 x 74.
Also the total number of Atoms in the 64 Codon table of DNA is
1147 = 31 x 37. Values from John 1.1 (31) & Gen 1.1 (37)

The Atomic Structure of the Universe. (37 yet again)
The Universe is made from Molecules, Atoms, Neutrons, Protons and
Subatomic Energy Particles. These Particles are called Electrons,
Quarks, Gluons, Photons etc. It is known that “Raw Energy” created the
particles by a number of blueprints called “Quantum Fields.”
2

When British actor Ken Campbell interviewed for his TV program, The
Director of CERN - European Organization for Nuclear Research.
The Director ask Ken “how many fields, do you think you need, to create
all the sub atomic particles for world you see around you.”
Ken thought for a moment and replied ‘perhaps billions of blueprints.’
The Director said ‘ NO ! A minimum of Only 37! ’
Ken replied ‘do you mean the whole show, the Creation of the Universe,
could be done with 37 Blueprints.’ The Director said ‘YES’
When will we stop all this nonsense of attacking the Bible !
If Evolutionists had this Mathematical Symmetrical Rigour, we would
never hear the end of it. They would use this kind of evidence at every turn
to remove God from our lives. Now they don’t have it but we do have it !
Now you have examined this small sample of the Mathematical
composition of the words of Scripture, and I hope it will remove your
prejudice and the appalling ignorance of the Bible’s Structure.
st

Miracles were performed by the Lord Jesus Christ in the 1 century, to
establish that He really did have the Power of Life and Death and He was
truly sent from Heaven to tell us the Good News of the Eternal Life in the
Kingdom of God. In Luke 20.36 Jesus said
“For indeed they cannot die again [ in this life of the Kingdom of God ];
they are like angels, and are sons of God being sons of the Resurrection.”
You have now seen for yourself the evidence of this Mathematical Miracle
that cannot be overturned.

Jesus said ‘But as for you, the very hairs on your heads are all numbered’
1. See 52 page paper. Numerical Structure of DNA encoded in Gen 1.1 John 1.1
2. This video is on my web site www.biblemaths.com and on my DVD.
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Christianity tells us the Truth, why we are here on Planet Earth, so the
question remains, what must I do to inherit this Eternal life ?
The people listening to Jesus asked Him this very same question,
“Therefore they said to Him, ‘What shall we do, so that we may do the
works of God ?” Jesus answered and said to them,
This is the work of God, that you believe in Him whom He has sent.’ So
they said to Him, ‘What then do You do for a sign,
so that we may see, and believe You?’” John 6.29
st

The Lord Jesus Christ performed miracles in the 1 century but now we
have this Evidence in a ‘Scientific Age’ for all to examine for ourselves.
Much more information is contained in the book (over 460 pages)
You have now seen the Evidence, will you accept or reject the Bible.
Please note the Book and DVD not a commercial enterprise.
Modern Science provides Pseudo ‘so called Evidence’ for Evolution but it
is like looking into a Room full of Smoke because Evolution has NO
Mathematical rigour for example as Mathematical Physics and
Mathematics itself. Atheists always speak from a position of ignorance as
they have no knowledge of the Origin and Transmission of the Holy
Scripture and yet they utter the most bizarre misleading statements about
the Scriptures.
The Religious Leaders of the 21st century are of NO help either.
I listened to an interview between John Humphreys of BBC fame with
Rowan Williams the retired Archbishop of Canterbury about belief in God
and Jesus Christ in this modern age. At the end of the interview
John Humphreys made an alarming comment to Rowan Williams.
He said, ‘listening to you (RW) I could never be convinced
to become a believer, by anything you have said to me’
This Mathematical Evidence has been on the internet for 10 years and
nobody has shown any shred of evidence that it is not true. Why ?
The answer lies in the simple fact the Hebrew and Greek text of the
Scriptures cannot be altered and the numeration of the letters has been
fixed for the last 2200 years. Because the Mathematical Structure and
Symmetry are rigorous, this Proof transcends all time.
So the Lord Jesus Christ invites your to trust him as your Saviour from Sin
and Death so that you may enter His Kingdom.
This is the True Reality of our Existence. The next page shows A Prophecy
in the book of Isaiah Ch 53. I challenge you to read this and then tell me who
it refers to. It becomes obvious, who it is and a term is coined for this called
‘History written in Advance’. This is not an isolated example, there are
hundreds of intricately woven Prophecies that give us the faith we need.
Jesus said “I have now told you before it comes to pass, that when it has come to
pass you may believe” John 14.29. Proof you need !
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My servant shall be exalted; He was rejected by men;
a man of sorrows; acquainted with grief.
He was despised, we esteemed Him not.
He has borne our sorrows;
we esteemed Him stricken, smitten by God.
He was pierced for our transgressions,
bruised for our iniquities; [ 37 x 37 ]
upon Him was the chastisement that made us whole
and with His wounds we are healed.
We like sheep have gone astray;
we have turned everyone to his own way;
the LORD laid on Him the iniquity of us all.
He was oppressed, afflicted,
yet He opened not His mouth;
Isaiah 53
like a lamb that is led to the slaughter,
[Written 700 years before Christ]
before its shearers is dumb.
The prophecy goes on to describe the redeemer’s death and
how this is the ultimate sacrifice for Sin so that others will be
declared righteous by His suffering on their behalf.

He was taken, He was cut off out of the land of the living,
stricken for the transgression of my people.
They made His grave with the wicked, with a rich man in
His death, although He had done no violence,
and there was no deceit in His mouth.
Yet it was the will of The LORD to bruise Him;
He has put Him to grief;
when He makes Himself an offering for Sin,
by His knowledge shall the righteous one, my servant,
make many to be accounted righteous;
He shall bear their iniquities.
He poured out His soul to death,
and was numbered with the transgressors;
yet He bore the Sin of many.”
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The sale of these booklets is not a commercial enterprise for profit, but
to enable the continuous distribution and reprinting of them.

373 A Proof Set in Stone
by Dr Peter Bluer, PhD, BSc [hons]
The Book ‘373 A Proof Set in Stone’ @ £14.99 per copy
DVD available @ £4.99 (Included 5 Booklets with all the DVD Data.
100 pages of Data) For the Book and DVD £17.99
Free Post and Packing on all the above
Please make cheque payable to Dr Peter Bluer
15 Patchcroft Road, Peel Hall, Wythenshawe,
Manchester, M22 5JG, U.K. Tel 0161 437 7013
E-mail peter@biblemaths.com All sent Airmail,
Europe, U.S.A and the The Rest of the World See Web site for Overseas Prices
www.biblemaths.com
I hope you can respond to this Invincible Evidence of Mathematics.
You must NOW take the time to read the New Testament.
Question ? What Bible (version) should you read in Modern English ?
I Suggest The NIV, New American Standard Version, but for accuracy &
readability I prefer the Weymouth New Testament (Out of print).
Plenty 2nd Hand copies (editions before 1940) www.abebooks.co.uk
I hear many people complain about the rise of Islam in Britain, the
European Union and Western World. Muslims stand firm on their beliefs
but we in Britain have given up Christianity and the teaching of its truths
in our Schools. Evolution and eventually Atheism saturates our thinking.
We are slowly but surely creating a Spiritual vacuum !
This will be filled by Islam and Desolate Atheism.
Our Churches are continuing to empty at a steady rate because of
the fault of Our own Religious Leaders and Our own materialism
which has vanquished our Spiritually consciousness.
We and I mean ‘we’ have degenerated so much that we have now approved
of the slaying of 6.7 million unborn children (UK) 55 million (U.S.A),
worse than anything the Nazis did in World War ll.
Now please accept you are Sinner, believe in Jesus Christ, His sacrifice
will free you from all your sins. You will be completely forgiven and then
you shall receive the Free gift of Eternal life. Our Death is 100% certain.
The only question that remains for you is Christianity True or False ?
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